Unlike the analysis of summed reciprocals where the model is supplied by knowledge of the segregational and recombinational properties of nuclear genes there is no one universally recognised mechanism determining reciprocal differences. The object of an analysis would be, in part, to obtain information about such mechanisms. There are, however, two rather more obvious forms of inheritance which will be considered, here termed alpha and beta inheritance, which can be sub-divided into multifactor inheritance and associated, or group, inheritance. G1'=y1.-j',,, etc. , are the differences between reciprocal array totals and £G =o.
Other symbols are used: P the rth parental value measured from the mean of all n parents V, variance of the reciprocal means of the rth parental arrays. V, variance of the female array of the rth parent.
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V7 variance of the male array of the rth parent. W,. covariance of the reciprocal means of the rth parental array onto all parents. W, covariance of the female array of the rth parent onto all parents. W covariance of the male array of the rth parent onto all parents.
Wr W -W,.,, or covariance of reciprocal differences of the rth parent male and female arrays onto all parents. Some symbols differ from those used by some writers because the same symbol has hitherto been used for more than one item, and some items have been symbolised in more than one way by different writers.
MULTIFACTOR BETA INHERITANCE
Multifactor beta inheritance occurs when each of any number of genes has different amounts of dominance in the reciprocal crosses concerned.
(i) Formula Using the notation of Mather (igg) and Jinks (ig4) and considering two alleles, A-a, at one locus, which occur with frequencies RECIPROCAL DIFFERENCES IN DIALLEL CROSSES 575 ii, v, (u+v = i) respectively among the parents, their contributions to the parents and reciprocal crosses in terms of d, thc additive deviation, and h, the average dominance deviation of the two reciprocals from the mid-parent value, are given in table 2. An additional quantity, /3, is also entered. This is the deviation of each reciprocal cross from the average dominance deviation due to a change in dominance between the reciprocal crosses. /3 is positive when the reciprocal difference is in a maternal direction, negative when it is in a paternal direction and zero for cquilinear inheritance. There auzd(d±h+fl) ur [(d-h2-fl'] udjd+h)'-/3'J aufl'
is no answer to the question as to whether beta inheritance influences the reciprocal crosses to the same extent on each side of the mean dominance value, only whether it is in a maternal or paternal direction.
Variances and covariances formulated in terms of u, v, d, h and /3 are given in table 3. Certain criteria, cited for example by Hayman (i 954a, section 4) need to be met for summation over all genes to give useful estimates of the biometrical components, D, H, etc. Where (ii) Covariance graph In the single gene model the AA-aa array covariance difference is -4uvd/z for both male and female arrays so that if female array covariances, W, are plotted against male array covariances, W, fig. z, the points should lie on a line of unit slope. The W -W difference is -4uvdf3 so that the line passes through the origin only when (or d) is zero. The line is depressed when has the same sign as d (maternal inheritance) and raised when they have different signs (paternal inheritance). It will be shown in section 3 (iii) that no matter what the distribution, directions or magnitudes of the individual values of the different genes the points will lie on a straight line of unit slope. Consequently if reciprocal differences occur the covariance graph will show immediately any deviations from multifactor beta inheritance by the spread of the points off the line. Conversely, if multifactor beta inheritance does occur throughout the data the graph will not show which parents have greater or less amounts of beta inheritance, or the direction in which it operates for each parent, although the direction of displacement of all the points will give the average direction of inheritance, paternal (raised) or maternal (depressed) . If these are equal in amount the points will lie on a line which passes through the origin simulating no reciprocal differences.
In the single gene model, a positive value of obviously gives reciprocal differences in a female direction for all parents. The same result occurs with many genes and the differences between reciprocal array totals are then pc'tively correlated with the parental values.
Similarly negative values give a negative correlation, and positive and negative values together a reduced or no correlation. Some information which can be extracted about the behaviour of individual parents is more conveniently dealt with in the next section which describes multifactor alpha inheritance.
Specific crosses, or entire arrays, of parents deviating from the line can be removed to determine the source of the deviations from multifactor beta inheritance. The deviations of parents from the line may indicate associated beta inheritance described in a later section. Insofar as the covariances of the summed reciprocals supply information on the average dominance relations of the individual parents these relations are displayed on the same covariance graph and the difference between the male and female covariance is a measure of the average change in dominance due to multifactor beta inheritance.
(iii) Variance graphs and covariance/variance graphs The analysis of reciprocal differences yields a multiplicity of formul and some observations on the graphical relations of only a few will be given. None of the graphs gives a clear picture of the distribution, direction and magnitude of the fi values among the Co V aria ri c b covariariCe parents because the parents either fall on a straight line or the deviations from the line are dependent iii part on the distribution of dominant and recessive alleles among the parents. The covariance/variance graph of the reciprocal means will be in no way different from that given by a diallel cross without reciprocal differences where beta inheritance is symmetrical as in the model. If it is asymmetric this merely shifts dominance in the appropriate direction without distorting the graph. For the single gene model the female array variances plotted against the male array variances give a slope of (d-18)/(d+,8) which is therefore greater than one for beta inheritance in a male direction and less than one when it is in a female direction. In the general case with many genes, parents carrying most recessive alleles will be displaced from a line of unit slope through the origin more than those with more dominant alleles, the parents tending to fan out the further they are situated from the origin ( fig. ) . Depending on their distribution, beta factors in maternal and paternal directions could cancel out to give a line of unit slope through the origin. to the same extent on the male side, or on the female side, or by unequal amounts on both male and female sides, for any number of genes.
In the single gene model of table 4 (a), a adds to the AA female array. If a is positive, i.e. in the same direction as d, alpha inheritance is in a maternal direction and the difference between the parents is increased. If a is negative, i.e. in the opposite direction to d, inheritance is in a paternal direction and the parental difference is decreased, unless x-2d. Models (b), (c), (d), give similar directions and differences so that these may also be represented by 4 (a). Similarly, model 4 (e), where a is added to the male AA array, is representative of models where alpha inheritance operates on the male arrays. In for example, is negative and operates on a female array, inheritance is apparently in a paternal direction. The female covariance/male covariance graph for model 4 (e) where alpha operates on the male arrays is the same as fig. 4 If a quantity , is added to the female array of P, 2 to the female array of P etc., then -
The difference between the female and male array covariances of
etc., and the female covariance/male covariance graph gives a line of unit slope diplaced from the origin byEcP' which is equal
This situation obtains with multifactor alpha inheritance. Further, if is added to the male arrays this is equivalent, in respect of the reciprocal differences, to a negative value of added to the female arrays. With many genes each contributing to alpha inheritance the total quantity, a1, added to the female array of P is the sum of all c# factors added to that array, and so on, so that g12 = a1-a2, etc.,
which is the uniform displacement of the parents on the W/W graph.
LaP'is positive if alpha inheritance is mainly in a maternal direction, negative if mainly in a paternal direction and the correlation coefficient rap, = EaP'/VEa2L'P'2 is a useful measure of the extent of maternal or paternal inheritance. The least squares estimates of the a values are given by a1 = -G1 02 = G2, etc. A test of significance of the differences between the a values is the same as testing the c item against the d item in Hayman's (x954b) analysis of variance. The total sum of squares for the full table of reciprocal differences is 3Zg with n(n-i) degrees of freedom. Alpha sum of squares, c, is Ea2 = EG2 with (n -i) degrees of freedom, the difference between them being the residual sum of squares, d. There may be highly significant differences between the a values even though the W/W line shows no deviation from the origin, i.e. EaP' o when maternal and paternal inheritance cancel out.
The a values are the relative amounts by which alpha inheritance of the respective parents adds to each member of their female arrays or subtracts from each member of their male arrays. Consequently alpha inheritance can be removed from the data in a number of ways, by subtracting from one array or adding to its reciprocal array independently for each parent. Since each parent is also independently adjusted in either of two ways there is ambiguity in interpreting the parental values as well as the W/V graph of the adjusted reciprocal means which changes for each combination of adjustments.
The relationship between alpha and beta multifactor inheritance is seen by comparing models of tables 2 and 4 (a). Suppose for illustrative purposes /3, then table 2 is the same as 4 (a) except that /3 is subtracted from the male array as well as being added to the female array, giving twice the reciprocal difference and leaving the AA parental value and average dominance unchanged. Consequently, insofar as the reciprocal differences are considered, beta is basically the same as alpha multifactor inheritance but where g12 = 2(/31-/32) etc.
With many genes, if b' is the total quantity added to the female array of P etc., 2b" replaces a in the above expressions; the b" values may now be estimated, and the correlation coefficient, T&'p' calculated. The expressions are also applicable if the beta components are asymmetric. The comparison of Hayman's c and d items therefore leads to a test of significance for both alpha and beta multifactor inheritance.
The adjustment for beta inheritance is made by subtracting the h" values from all members of the respective female arrays and adding them to all members of the respective male arrays leaving the parental values unchanged. If it be supposed that the /3 factors show extreme asymmetry then twice the b" values can be subtracted from each member of the female arrays, or added to each member of the male arrays, except for the parents, and change of dominance noted on the W/V graph of the reciprocal means.
In summary, these methods give estimates of the average direction of alpha or beta multifactor inheritance and of the average contributions of each parent; they do not permit the separation of one form from the other, and there is ambiguity in the interpretation of the parental values and dominance, but they show up deviations from either of them.
ASSOCIATED INHERITANCE
Although individual parents may contain many genetic factors these may nevertheless act as groups in determining reciprocal differences. A simple example from the alpha type of inheritance is where the parental genetic constitution as a whole determines seed size or ripening propensities thereby adding, or subtracting, a constant amount to the members of the female array. Similarly cytoplasmic particles could contribute an additive amount to all members of an array. With beta type inheritance, the male and female genetic environments may increase or decrease dominance in the whole of the female or male array. In all these cases there is associated action. Some genetic factors may have an associated type of action on the reciprocal means, which will be considered in another paper.
(I) Associated alpha inheritance Associated alpha inheritance is analysed in the same way as multifactor alpha inheritance and is indistinguishable from it, for the average contribution of a parent to multifactor inheritance is equivalent to associated alpha inheritance and the above expressions and interpretations are the same. Therefore if the W/W graph gives points on a straight line of unit slope, associated or multifactor alpha inheritance or multifactor beta inheritance may be present.
Parents deviating from this line deviate from all three forms.
For the remainder of this paper " alpha inheritance" will imply associated alpha inheritance, but multifactor alpha or multifactor beta inheritance is not ruled out. The consequences of models 4 (a) and 4 (e) are also relevant here. A large plant may, for example, produce small seed, either characteristically or because of an inability to ripen them properly in certain environments, and give small offspring in crosses where it is the female parent thereby displaying apparent paternal inheritance.
(ii) Associated beta inheritance If parent P shows greater dominance (not over dominance) along its female array than along its male array then its female covariance will be smaller than its male covariance. If all parents show associated beta inheritance to a greater or less degree the points on the W/W graph will no longer be on a line of unit slope but will be thrown off by amounts proportional to the amounts of beta inheritance of the individual parents. Parents with greater dominance in their female arrays will be displaced downwards and show maternal inheritance; parents with greater dominance in their male arrays will be displaced upwards and show paternal inheritance. Consequently the W/W graph spreads the parents out in the direction of the line of unit 202 slope through the origin in the order of their dominance relations averaged over the reciprocals, W(+) W, and at right angles to this line in the directions and magnitudes of associated beta inheritance, W() = w, the w values being measures of the change in dominance of the individual parents in the male and female arrays.
The W/W graph therefore separates associated beta inheritance from the other forms of inheritance and for the remainder of the paper "beta inheritance" infers associated beta inheritance. The deviations from the line of unit slope could on the other hand be due to exceptional crosses, or to erratic reciprocal differences throughout the data. Sometimes these may be picked out by examination of the data but in general further analysis may be required to establish the presence of associated beta inheritance.
Beta inheritance of any one parent is measured as the difference between the regression coefficients of its male and female arrays respectively onto the parents. If b1 is the regression of the differences between reciprocal cells of the reciprocal arrays of P onto all the parents due to beta inheritance of P alone, and b2 that of P etc., then g12 = (b1+b2)(P-P) g13 = (b1+b3)(P-P)
The least squares equations are b(.'P'2+nP2) +b2(P -P)2 +b(P-P)2 = (n-i)w1-PG1 b1(P-P) 2+b2(EP'2+nP2) ... +b(P-P) 2 = (n-i )w2-PG2 b1(P-P) 2+b2(P-P)2 +b(L'P'2 +nP2) (n-i)w -P,G (n-z)th-EbP'2 and p'2
The sum of squares taken out by associated beta inheritance is 2Thr[(fl-I)Wr-P;Gr] with n degrees of freedom.
A negative value of b indicates beta inheritance in a maternal direction for that parent, i.e. greater dominance in the female array; a positive value indicates that the parent is more dominant in its male array and beta inheritance is in a paternal direction. In an extreme situation where all cells in the female array have parental values b = -O5 for all parents. The sum of squares taken out by beta inheritance is subtracted from the total reciprocal differences sum of squares leaving a residual sum of squares for testing beta inheritance. If the beta inheritance variance is significant when tested against its error variation obtained from replication but not when tested against the residual reciprocal variance this is indicative of erratic reciprocal differences in specific crosses; the residual reciprocal differences may also be significant when tested against its error. The assessment of beta inheritance from the spread of the points on the W/W graph is interpreted in the next sub-section. When all b values are equal the points are on a line of unit slope.
(iii) Separation of alpha and beta inheritance Alpha and beta inheritance are not completely separable if they occur together. Even if they were, a decision would still have to be made as to whether beta inheritance should be estimated using the observed parental values, P', or using those values adjusted for alpha inheritance, P. As previously mentioned, the diallel table, and therefore the parental values, can be corrected in two ways for each value of a, either by subtracting from the female array or adding to the male array, so that the parents can be corrected in " ways.
Alternatively, alpha inheritance may be symmetrical, equal amounts being added to the male and female arrays but with opposite signs, requiring no adjustment of the parents, or there may be some measure of asymmetry requiring only partial adjustment of the parents.
There is also ambiguity in interpreting that portion of alpha inheritance taken out by the regression of a on P' on the one hand, and mean beta inheritance on the other since EaP' = -25.
Consequently this portion of alpha inheritance could be interpreted as twice the mean beta inheritance with negative sign, or mean beta inheritance could be considered part of alpha inheritance, in which case there would be an additional 2 ways of adjusting the parent values.
Hence uniform beta inheritance gives points on a straight line of unit slope on the W/W graph simulating alpha inheritance.
A third ambiguity is given by that portion of beta inheritance taken out by the regression of b on P' for this also can be interpreted as alpha inheritance since if k is the regression coefficient then k(p2-p;2) = a1-a2, etc.
If this part of beta inheritance is apportioned to alpha inheritance its contribution to EaP' is dependent upon kZP'3 which is zero when the parental values are symmetrically distributed, although the a values may be considerably altered.
In the general case the parents will not be symmetrically distributed and LaP' due to correlated beta inheriiance, written L(aP')b, will not be zero, wherein lies another ambiguity for this E(aP')b portion of correlated beta inheritance could be transferred back to 5. The amounts, kP, kP', etc., taken out by the regression of b on P' sum to zero, i.e. kLP' = o, but when transferred to alpha inheritance they may be repartitioned to give a mean value, L(aP')b, for this portion of beta inheritance and residual alpha deviations about L(aP')b.
Furthermore it can be shown that reciprocal differences due to correlated beta inheritance give constant values of w = kP'3 for all arrays. Therefore differences in beta inheritance that are correlated with the parents do not displace the points from a line of unit slope on the W/W graph, but they do displace the line from the origin by an amount dependent upon L'(aP')b. In short, correlated beta inheritance can either be estimated as beta inheritance, transferred entirely to alpha inheritance, or split into a mean beta inheritance and non-correlated alpha inheritance. The following method is proposed for obtaining some separation.
Assume in the first instance that alpha inheritance operates symmetrically, i.e. the parental values are unchanged. The reciprocal differences in terms of alpha and beta inheritance are
The least squares equations can be solved if mean beta inheritance and both alpha and beta inheritance correlated with the parents are If the data contain only alpha and beta inheritance in any combination the estimated values will give an exact fit when substituted in to give the estimated reciprocal differences, g3, where, g12 = etc.
The best checks are 'a' = 'b' = 2Th'P' = Za'P' = o. If the data contained only beta inheritance this method would partition it into alpha inheritance and beta inheritance, giving an exact fit. If the data contained only alpha inheritance an exact fit would also be obtained; all. b' values would be zero and alpha inheritance could is not symmetrical and is superimposed on, rather than underlies, beta inheritance exact fits should not be expected. If the parents were given adjusted values such as would be obtained if all the a' values were subtracted from the female arrays, or all were added to the male arrays, the order of the .b' values would remain unchanged but their magnitudes would be changed by a constant factor of 1'P'2/('P'2+Ea'2). If some a' values were subtracted from the female arrays and others added to the male arrays there would be changes in their relative magnitudes. Adjusting the parental values is not an ideal procedure and no account is taken of that part of alpha inheritance contained in 5.
Leaving on one side deviations due to erratic reciprocal differences and error variation the W/W, graph may now be interpreted. The overall deviation of the parents from a line of unit slope through the origin is a mean value, 5, compounded of mean beta inheritance, correlated beta inheritance the contribution of which is in part dependent upon the amount of asymmetry among the parents, and correlated alpha inheritance, which together give the average, overall direction of inheritance, maternal or paternal, and its amount. The deviations of individual parents from a line of unit slope, whether through the origin or not, are the deviations due to beta inheritance, b', of individual parents from the mean value 5. Residual alpha inheritance, a', is not shown by the graph. The overall sum of squares taken out by alpha and beta together is calculated most easily from Z(n-i)w,b,+ EG2 with 2n-3 degrees of freedom. The two parts of this expression do not apportion the sum of squares correctly to alpha and beta inheritance as estimated; the second part is the same as Hayman's (r954b) c item and contains some beta as well as alpha inheritance. The sums of squares for a', b' and S are given in table 6, and these with twice the sums of products of b'/b and b'/a' add up to the alpha plus beta sum of squares. The correlation coefficient, rab., is useful and with replication the residual variation can also be tested.
EXAMPLES
Analyses of four diallel tables, sufficient to illustrate the method and to assess the type of result obtained, will be given rather than a detailed account of any one experiment. 
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2fl j(n-3)(n-2) (i) F2 variances of a dialle! cross with Linum Durrant and Tyson (1964) have described a diallel cross between six types of Linum comprising two flax genotypes, P and M, two linseed TABLE 7 Mean family variances (x zo) of log plant weights of F,families in a diallel cross of genotypes and genotrophs of Linum (Durrant and Tyson, 1964) genotypes, R and D, and two genotrophs, L and S. Table 7 gives the F2 family variances of the log, plant weights. Hayman's (1954) analysis, table 9 (a), shows that the residual reciprocal differences are larger than the array reciprocal differences. The W/V graph of the reciprocal means (Durrant and Tyson) 
TABLE 8
Linum diallel: estimates. Deviations of totals from zero are due to rounding off in all columns except (4) and (7). Columns () and (.) x io8. Columns (2), (.), (6) and (8) x Io line of unit slope which are either due to large random reciprocal differences throughout the diallel table or to associated beta inheritance.
Since the parents are scattered to about the same extent above and below, a line of unit slope through the origin, inheritance might be judged to be approximately equal in maternal and paternal directions, Assuming the presence of alpha and beta inheritance, the a', b' and b values are given in table 8, columns (8) and (g). In table 9 (c) the alpha plus beta variance approaches significance; both the a' and the b' values are significant and negatively correlated in the reciprocal differences. h is small and not significant so that there is no evidence of any overall trend in a maternal or paternal direction.
The two genotrophs S and L have the highest b' values. S has greater dominance in the male array, i.e. has paternal inheritance, since it has a positive value. L has greater dominance in the female array, i.e. has maternal inheritance. Therefore male parents largely determine the character of the offspring in crosses with S, and female parents largely determine the character of the offspring in crosses with L. The flax varieties M and P have the next highest values of b'. Other studies have shown that parent M is similar to S in genetic, phenotypic and cytological characteristics, and parent P is similar to L. This analysis shows there is a similar pattern in their b' values. The genotrophs S and L have the highest a' values with M and P next while the linseed varieties, R and D, have negligible amounts. The value of a' for L is -96 which is the amount by which each cell in the male array of L is larger than its reciprocal cell in the L female array due to alpha inheritance. For S, the cells in the female array are the larger. Therefore L is more recessive, due to beta inheritance, along its female array which is also increased, relative to the male array, by alpha inheritance, or it is more dominant due to beta inheritance along its male array which is relatively decreased by alpha inheritance, and so on.
Summarising, both alpha and beta inheritance are present; the parents can be divided into three groups in respect of both alpha and beta inheritance, i.e. flax genotypes, linseed genotypes and flax genotrophs: the two genotrophs contrast in both forms of inheritance; there is no evidence of any overall trend in a maternal or a paternal direction.
(ii) F1 flowering times in a dial/el cross with Nicotiana
The data in table ro were obtained byjinks and given by Hayman (1954a) who mentions that the crosses were arranged in the greenhouse in a way that environmental effects may have inflated the reciprocal differences. Both his c and d items were significant when tested against the error obtained from replication. In table 12 (a) the error obtained from replication is omitted and c is significantly 
Sum of products X2
- 436  -28   TABLE 53 Mean weights at birth (grams x 100) and at ioo days (grams), in that order, ofF1 families of rat diallel. (Jinks and Broadhurst, 1963) (III) F1 weights at birth and at 100 days in a dialIel cross with rats The F1 weights, males and females combined, at birth and at 100 days, in a diallel cross between six strains, given in table 13 have   TABLE i4 Weight at birth in rat diallel; estimates. Deviations of totals from zero are due to rounding off in all columns except (4) and (y. Columns () and (.) x xo. Columns (2), (i), (6) and (8) (n-i)w (5) (n-1)w' (6) a (7) b (8) a' (g) been extracted from data of Jinks and Broadhurst (1963) . Taking weight at birth first, they found no genic interaction and Hayman's c and d items for reciprocal differences were not significant. The female array totals had a somewhat higher variation than the male array totals but not significantly so. Table i shows that neither alpha nor beta inheritance is significant, the dispersion on the W/W graph ( fig. 7 ) being due to error variation or erratic reciprocal differences of individual crosses, so far as can be shown by these tests.
Turning to the weights at Ioo days, alpha inheritance in table i (a)
is not significant but the W/W graph in fig. 8 shows dispersion and beta inheritance in table 17 (b) is significant. In the simultaneous analysis in table I 7 (c) highly significant values for a', b' and fi are obtained, so that there is significant alpha and beta inheritance and an overall trend to maternal inheritance, i.e. in columns (8), () of table i6 is negative. 2(P-P) gives the estimated contribution of b to hence -o6 is the estimated difference between the reciprocal crosses of any two parents per unit difference between those parents due to overall maternal inheritance, which is considerable.
The correlation between the a' and b' values is large and positive, 0722, so that, in general, parents show greater dominance, TABLE i6 Weight at ioo days in rat diallel; estimates. Deviation of totals from zero are due to rounding off in all columns except () and (7) (i)
a (7) Ii (8) a' significant. Therefore it appears that beta inheritance is fairly consistent from birth to i oo days while alpha inheritance is reversed.
It is generally appreciated with livestock that overfeeding during early life is likely to result in poorer adult animals rather than better. Here, perhaps, a favourable prenatal life, giving a larger birth weight, ..
)
, may lead to a loweradult weight, but the change indominance, measured as beta inheritance, in the prenatal, or gametic, environment, is maintained.
On the other hand, there is an overall maternal inheritance at ioo days which did not occur at birth. This could be accounted for by a maternal effect which Jinks and Broadhurst mentioned occurred at 50 days, some time after weaning, and which was probably due to the milk yields of the parents. Therefore the reciprocal differences at ioo days have three components.
It may be this pattern has appeared partly because, if alpha inheritance should be affecting the parental values it would be doing so in different directions at birth and at ioo days, since the a' values at the two times are negatively correlated. The correlation between the differences between the a' values at the two times and the differences between the P' values at the two times is o672, so that there is evidence that the change in alpha inheritance is partly reflected in changes in parental values. Recalculation of the a', b' and 1 values at ioo days using the weight at birth parental values has little effect on the a' values (77, -111, -227, -562, 88, i6) or on the b' values (i 13, 0O2, -o'26, -o69, -007, -0.14) , and the correlation coefficients for weight at birth and at ioo days are -o63 for a', and 0.76 for b', almost the same as before. On the other hand, the substantial overall maternal inheritance disappears, o • i i, presumably because milk yield is related to the adult parental weights, not to the parental weights at birth. Consequently these adjustments support, rather than invalidate, the suggested occurrence here of three components determining reciprocal differences.
These methods would be particularly useful if diallels were replicated in different environments, particularly in stress environments when larger reciprocal differences are likely to occur, and measurements were made at different stages of development. The formul can be modified to accommodate specific genetic situations. Reciprocal differences deviating from those expected from maternally inherited characters may be analysed using formuke similar to those given in the next section for competition studies.
NON-GENETIC DIALLEL TABLES
An analysis which includes the reciprocal differences as well as the reciprocal sums of a diallel table has a wider application to other sorts of data which can be arranged in the form of a diallel table. An illustration is given in table x8 of data obtained from a competition experiment where varieties, or species, are grown by themselves and in all pairs. The rows give the weights of the species when grown with each of the species at the column heads. The mixtures grown by themselves are equivalent to parents, P'; rows (R) and columns (C) are equivalent to female and male arrays respectively, and the weights of two species grown together are equivalent to the reciprocals.
Analysis of the reciprocal means gives information on the behaviour of the mixtures compared with the species grown by themselves. For example, if in the W/V graph of the reciprocal means, species which are more "dominant" have the greater values, then the mixtures tend to values which are nearer the larger species than the small.
Reciprocal differences in competition studies give information on how the species within mixtures influence one another. If the species behave in mixtures as they do when grown by themselves the columns will be identical, the W/V graph of the reciprocal means will show no "dominance ", "maternal inheritance" would be uniform and complete, and the species would be together at one point, Z, on the + Column covariance Fio. 9.-Row covariance/column covariance graph for competition diallel.
X axis of the WR/WC graph ( fig. 9 ) at a distance from the origin equal to the variance of the species grown by themselves. The analysis of reciprocals in competition diallels concerns the analysis of deviations from this point, Z, in terms of alpha and beta competition, which are equivalent to associated alpha and associated beta inheritance.
Beta competition of any one parent is measured as the difference, b, between the regression coefficients of its rows and columns (R-C) respectively onto the unmixed species P'. Species with negative values of b interact in such a way that smaller speies in mixtures are decreased and larger species are increased relative to one another; with positive values larger species in mixtures are decreased and smaller species are increased. In general negative values are to be expected. With beta competition, therefore, the greater the difference between two parents when grown by themselves the greater the decrease of one,
and/or increase of the other, when grown together in a mixture, and b is a measure of the extent to which this occurs. If species have the same values in mixtures as when they are grown by themselves then g12, the difference between species P/ and P grown together in a mixture, is P/-Ph, but the difference when beta competition occurs in the reciprocal arrays of parent P only is g12 = P-+b1(P-Pfl and so on.
Alpha competition occurs when a species suppresses the other species to the same extent, and/or it itself is increased to the same extent when it is grown with the other species, giving a positive value of a. Alpha competition gives a negative value of a when it is depressed to the same extent by all the other species and/or the other species are increased to the same extent when grown with it.
If only alpha competition is assumed to be present then g12 = a1-a2+Pf-P etc.
and the least squares estimates are a = G1-P etc.
The total sum of squares for the full table of reciprocal differences is (gr+P-P)2 with (n -i) degrees of freedom, and the alpha sum of squares is
with n -i degrees of freedom. If only beta competition is assumed to be present then g12 = (b1+b2) (P P)-1-P-P etc.
and the least squares estimates are obtained from the following set of simultaneous equations:
b1(P-P)2+b2(L'P'2 +nP2) ...+b(P-Pfl2 = (n_I)w2_PG2+EP'2+nPo2 b1(P.-P)2 22 .. +b(2P'2+nP2) =
The beta sum of squares is -i) Wr-GrP; + 'P'2 +nP 2]
with n degrees of freedom.
Assuming the presence of both alpha and beta competition, g12 = a1-a2+(b1+b2)(P21--Pf) +P-P etc.
Using the procedure in section 4, then g12 = af-a+(b+b+2b)(P-Pfl +P-P etc.
and the least squares equations reduce to bf = Ep'2 (n-i)w etc.,
The sums of squares formul for the analysis of variance, and the sums of products, are the same as those given in table 6 except the total sum of squares for reciprocal differences, given above, the alpha plus beta sum of squares which is There is a difference between competition diallels and genetic diallels in that competition diallels permit an assessment of the amount each species changes in mixtures as well as the direction of the change because each species exists as an entity when grown by itself and in a mixture, whereas in a genetic diallel the reciprocal differences are expressed as deviations from the mean dominance value of each pair of reciprocal crosses. The assessment of the changes of the species in competition diallels involves the analysis of the reciprocal means as well, which is considered in another paper. The W1/W graph, fig.  9 , also gives information on the reciprocal means and on the reciprocal differences but the graph is of sufficient interest to give a provisional interpretation here, considering average effects over arrays. If alpha competition only occurs, with compensating competition, the species remain together at a point on RQ, the point being raised or depressed depending upon the amount and direction of the correlation of the a values with the species grown by themselves. If it is not compensating the species are spread out on a line of unit slope through this point, individual species moving in directions outlined below for beta competition.
Where beta competition only occurs and it is not of the same magnitude and/or direction for all species, then if the species influence one another in mixtures such that the growth of one is increased by the same amount as the other is decreased in each mixture (compensating) the W/V graph of the summed reciprocals would show no "dominance ", and in the WR/WC graph the parents would be spread out on the line, RQ, passing through Z, with a slope of minus one. If the direction of the influence is such that large species are increased in weight and small species decreased in weight in mixtures, all the species will be below the X axis on ZQ; if the small species are increased and the large species are decreased all the species will be above the X axis on RZ. Species interacting the most will be situated further from the X axis, above or below, but if the large and small species influence each other in different directions in different mixtures they will tend to cancel out to give points near to Z.
If species influence one another in mixtures such that in each mixture both species change by the same amount in the same directions, although not necessarily the same amounts or directions for all mixtures, the W/V graph of the reciprocal means would show "dominance ", and in the WR/Wc graph the parents would be spread out on a line of unit slope, NM, passing through Z. Then in general if the species are increased (mutual stimulation) the small species will be above the X axis on ZM, and the large species below on NZ; if the species are decreased (mutual suppression) the large species will be on ZM and the small species on NZ. Species would be expected to deviate from RQ and MN and to help in the interpretation of the deviations, another line, ST, is drawn perpendicular to the X axis through Z.
Species lying to the left of ST decrease the weights of larger species with which they are grown in mixtures and increase the weights of smaller species with which they are grown. Species lying to the right of ST increase the weights of larger species with which they are grown and decrease the weights of the smaller species with which they are grown. Species above the X axis are increased in weight when grown with larger species or decreased in weight when grown with smaller species. Species below the X axis are decreased in weight when grown with larger species and increased in weight when grown with smaller species.
Taking one of the four areas defined by ST and the X axis in more detail, say ZXTQ, species to the left of ZQ in this area are influenced more by the other species than they influence others. That is, if it is a small species it would be decreased more, or if it is a large species it would be increased more, in mixtures than larger species with which the smaller species are grown increase, or the smaller species with which the larger species are grown decrease.
If the species is displaced so far as to be on ST then it does not influence the species with which it is grown although, if it is below the X axis it is itself influenced by the other species. If it moves to the left of ST it influences the other species in the opposite direction. Species displaced to the right of ZQ influence other species more than they are influenced by others. A smaller species would be decreased less, or a larger species increased less, in mixtures than the larger species with which the smaller species is grown increases, or the smaller species with which the larger species is grown decreases. If the species is on the X axis it is not influenced by the other species although if it is to the right of ST it itself influences the growth of other species. If it is above the X axis it is influenced by the other species in the other direction. If all species lie on ZT some species, proportionate to their displacement from Z, are strongly and consistently influenced by other species but none of the species individually and consistently influences the other species.
Species lying on MN show " dominance" in a genetic sense in the W/V graph of the reciprocal means yet the species are influencing each other to the same extent in mixtures. Consequently in a competition diallel "dominance" and the "influence of one species on another" have different meanings. Similarly, species may dominate one another in mixtures in an ecological sense yet they could all lie on RQ, i.e., show no "dominance" in the genetic sense. Worked examples of competition diallels will be published.
SUMMARY
Four types of inheritance giving reciprocal differences are considered:
i. Multifactor alpha inheritance. The contributions of the homozygotes and heterozygotes of any one gene are increased, or decreased, to the same extent on the male side, or on the female side, or by unequal amounts on the male and female sides, for any number of genes.
2. Multifactor beta inheritance. Each of any number of genes has different amounts of dominance in the reciprocal crosses concerned.
3. Associated alpha inheritance. Any number of genes of each of any number of parents cooperate to add, or subtract, a constant quantity to or from the male, or female, array of the parent concerned, or constant but different quantities to, or from, the male and female arrays (e.g. maternal inheritance due to seed size); a constant difference between male and female arrays due to undiluted cytoplasmic inclusions. 4. Associated beta inheritance. Overall change in dominance of individual parents in their reciprocal arrays; i.e. a change in dominance due to different male and female gametic environments akin to changes in dominance due to external environmental differences.
Types I, 2 and 3 give formul and graphs with similar characteristics so that they cannot be distinguished using the methods considered and are collectively referred to as alpha inheritance. Type 4 may then be simply referred to as beta inheritance. The analytical procedure is as follows:
(1) Examine the W/V graph of the reciprocal means and determine whether any gene interaction is related to any obvious reciprocal differences of specific crosses.
(ii) Examine the W/W graph. If all parents are on a line of unit slope alpha inheritance may be present, not beta; if the line of unit slope is displaced significantly from the origin there is overall maternal or paternal inheritance depending on the direction of dis- (iv) If beta inheritance is suspected from the graph the parental contributions are estimated from a set of simultaneous equations and its significance tested.
(v) Alpha and beta inheritance are not completely separable when they are both present but they can be combined and split down into three useful items, a', b' and b which can be estimated and tested in a simultaneous analysis. b is a measure of overall maternal or paternal inheritance; a' values measure parental contributions to alpha inheritance (maternal, paternal or cytoplasmic effects), and b' values measure parental contributions to beta inheritance (change in dominance), both sets of values being expressed as deviations around b.
Four worked examples give the following results. Linum variation (Durrant and Tyson) : significant alpha and beta inheritance in simultaneous analysis and no overall trend in male or female directions.
J%uicotiana, flowering time (Hayman and Jinks); significant alpha inheritance only and no overall trend in male or female directions. Rat weight at birth (Jinks and Broadhurst) ; no significance. Rat weight at ioo days (Jinks and Broadhurst); highly significant alpha and beta inheritance in simultaneous analysis with a significant overall trend in a female direction. Taking rat weight at birth and at xOO days together there are possibly three major components determining reciprocal differences, reversible alpha inheritance, constant beta inheritance, and milk yield. The formul and methods may be used for non-genetic data which can be arranged in the form of a diallel table, or they may be used after modification. Modified formul and graphical interpretations are given for alpha and beta competition (equivalent to alpha and beta inheritance) for competition studies on species grown by themselves and in pairs.
